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Abstract: This paper investigates the convective heat transfer in a heat exchanger equipped with
twisted tape elements to examine effects of the twisted tape truncation percentage, pitch value, position
and Reynolds number using 3D numerical simulation. A symmetric heat flux is applied around
the tube as the studied heat exchanger. Based on the influences in both heat transfer enhancement
and pressure drop, the performance evaluation criterion (PEC) is utilized. Inserting twisted tape
elements and reducing the pitch value significantly augment the Nusselt number, friction coefficient
and PEC number compared to the plain tube. For the best case with a Reynolds number of 1000,
the average Nusselt number increases by almost 151%, which is the case of fully fitted twisted tape
at a pitch value of L/4. Moreover, increasing the twisted tape truncation percentage reduces both
heat transfer and pressure drop. Furthermore, the highest heat transfer rate is achieved when the
truncated twisted tape is located at the entrance of the tube. Finally, it is concluded that for P = L, L/2,
L/3 and L/4, the optimum cases from the viewpoint of energy conservation are twisted tapes with
truncation percentages of 75, 50, 50 and 0%, in which the related PEC numbers at a Reynolds number
of 1000 are almost equal to 1.08, 1.24, 1.4 and 1.76, respectively.

Keywords: truncated twisted tape; secondary flow; laminar convective heat transfer; performance
evaluation criterion; CFD; heat exchanger

1. Introduction

Modifying heat transfer is a principal matter of concern for energy conservation and also
advantageous from an economic viewpoint. Since heat exchangers are commonly used in almost all
areas of industrial activities, including fuel cells [1], electronic device cooling [2], solar air collectors [3],
aerospace engineering [4], flame stabilization [5], refrigeration [6], electric vehicles [7], natural gas
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liquefaction [8], air dehumidification [9] and so forth, increasing the thermal performance is of vital
importance. To satisfy such a need, in the last two decades, researchers have proposed different passive
techniques for heat transfer augmentation, including roughness elements [10], twisted tapes [11]
and wires inserts [12]. Such equipment modifies heat transfer using a higher heat transfer surface,
generating a swirl flow, as well as disturbing hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers of the fluid
inside the tube, which directly improves the heat transfer coefficient.

Among the proposed passive techniques in the literature, applying twisted tape inserts with
different geometries in various systems, such as solar collectors [13,14] and solar water heating
systems [15–17], has been the focus of attention among experts of the field. Due to large numbers of
applications, embedding the twisted tape inserts in double-pipe heat exchangers has recently been
studied by many researchers. Man et al. [18] experimentally investigated twisted tape inserts in an
inner tube of a double pipe with clockwise and counterclockwise swirling directions. They showed that
the heat exchanger thermal performance increases in the presence of twisted tape inserts, presenting
a maximum value of 1.42 for the performance evaluation criterion (PEC) number. Lim et al. [19]
performed a pitch investigation of twisted tape inserts in a double pipe and reported heat transfer
characteristics for different Reynolds number values. Another evaluation of thermal efficiency of a
double pipe equipped with twisted tapes using the ε-NTU (Effectiveness—Number of transferred unit)
method was performed by Ravi Kumar et al. [20]. They found higher values for both the effectiveness
and NTU of the heat exchanger when the twisted tapes were applied. Employing nanofluids [21],
hybrid nanofluids [22,23], nano-encapsulated phase change suspensions [24–26] and boiling heat
transfer [27,28] are also other promising approaches to improve heat transfer.

Besides, many papers focused on the geometrical aspects of twisted tapes, such as the effects
of pitch and width ratios. Jaramillo et al. [29] assessed a parabolic trough collector equipped with
twisted tape. They showed that the thermal performance of the collector increased as the twisted ratio
reduced at low Reynolds numbers. Mwesigye et al. [30] studied a parabolic trough collector with
wall-detached twisted tape. They indicated that higher values of twist ratio and lower values of width
resulted in the enhancement of the optimal Reynolds number. Esfe et al. [31] inserted the twisted tapes
in a tri-lobbed tube for Reynolds numbers of 5000 to 20,000. Their results revealed that increasing the
tape ratio, which is the tape radial length to pipe diameter ratio, enhances the Nusselt number, friction
coefficient and overall thermal performance.

Another technique for a higher heat transfer rate using twisted tape is to increase the flow
mixing and secondary flow effects by changing the geometry of the twisted tape surface. Saylroy and
Eiamsa-ard [32] examined the thermohydraulic performance of a tube equipped with a square-cut
twisted tape. These researchers found a maximum PEC value of 1.32 for their captured models in which
the thermal performance improved 1.32 times in comparison with the classically twisted tape inserts.
In another study [33], they evaluated a multi-channel twisted tape and showed laminar convection
heat transfer with twisted tapes embedded in the channel. He et al. [34] examined the thermal behavior
of cross hollow, twisted tape inserts in a pipe. They showed PEC values of 0.87–0.98 for Reynolds
numbers of 5600–18,000. Samruaisin et al. [35] investigated numerically and experimentally the free
space ratio and twisted tape arrangement for regularly spaced quadruple twisted tape inserts in a tube,
in a turbulent flow regime. In the range of their operational conditions, they presented a maximum
PEC number equal to 1.27. Centrally perforated twisted tape elements in a tube were investigated by
Ruengpayungsak et al. [36] for convective heat transfer enhancement under laminar and turbulent
flow regimes. Maximum PEC values of 8.92 and 1.33 were reported for laminar and turbulent regimes,
respectively. Hasanpour et al. [37] optimized a corrugated tube heat exchanger equipped with twisted
tape elements with the purpose of heat transfer modification and pressure drop reduction. They
showed that the V-cut twisted tape model causes maximum heat transfer, and the perforated twisted
tape model leads to the smallest pressure drop.
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Despite using classical twisted tape elements with a gap between the tape and walls, the use of
overlapped twisted tapes due to the lower pressure drop penalty was also studied by some researchers.
Hong et al. [38] carried out an empirical study of a spiral-grooved tube equipped with twin overlapped
twisted tapes in a turbulent regime with Reynolds numbers of 8000 to 22,000. They showed an
enhancement in both heat transfer and friction coefficient augmented by the overlapped twisted ratio.
In another study [39], they employed overlapped multiple twisted tapes in a similar experimental study.
They showed that entropy generation increases and decreases due to friction resistance and heat transfer,
respectively, as the tape number changes and overlapped twisted ratio decreases. Eiamsa-Ard and
Samravysin [40] carried out an empirical study to investigate the thermal performance of a tube heat
exchanger equipped with overlapped quadruple twisted tape inserts compared to typical quadruple
twisted tape elements with a Reynolds number ranging from 5000 to 20,000, under a turbulent regime.
They reported a maximum value of 1.58 for the PEC number in the case of overlapped quadruple
counter tapes in a cross arrangement at a Reynolds number of 5000. Later, overlapped dual twisted
tapes, along with Al2O3 nanofluid, were studied by Rudrabhiramu et al. [41], with the objective of
improving the thermal performance of a heat exchanger. They reported that using 1% nanofluid
volume concentration and twisted tape with a twist ratio of two causes the best result.

Some researchers also benefited from compound techniques of heat transfer enhancement using
nanofluid along with twisted tape inserts. Qi et al. [42] experimentally investigated the convective
nanofluid heat transfer in a tube using rotating and static built-in twisted tape elements. They reported
a 101.6% enhancement in heat transfer by using rotating twisted tape inserts along with the nanofluid.
In another empirical study, Sunder et al. [43] examined the thermal performance of a solar water heater
employing nanofluid and twisted tape inserts as the heat transfer enhancement techniques. They
showed a 49.75% improvement using the best configuration of twisted tape.

The above literature review indicates that there are a substantial number of papers using twisted
tape inserts in different ways and techniques to reach a model for heat transfer rate maximization and
pressure drop minimization. However, reviewing the preceding papers reveals that the hydrothermal
investigation of truncated twisted tapes in tubes has not been studied so far. Motivated by this research
gap, this study examines the twisted tape truncation percentage and its position in the tube at different
pitch values and Reynolds numbers. This paper provides guidelines for the novel usage of twisted
tapes in tubes toward higher performance.

2. Problem Statement and Boundary Conditions

Figure 1 schematically shows the tube with twisted tape. The height of the proposed twisted tape
(H) is 95% of the tube diameter (D = 20 mm) with a thickness (t) of 0.4 mm. Four different twisted
tape pitches (P) are investigated, as shown in Figure 1a. To study the position of truncated twisted
tape, three different locations, i.e., entrance, center and exit, are examined, as shown in Figure 1b. Note
that the length of the tube is 400 mm. Water enters the tube at 300 K with uniform velocity, and a
symmetrical constant heat flux of 5000 W/m2 is applied on the walls, while the twisted tape walls are
thermally insulated. A pressure outlet condition is also employed for the tube outlet [44–46].
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3. Governing Equations

This research investigates a steady laminar flow of incompressible nanofluid, neglecting the effects
of radiation and viscosity losses. The governing equations are defined as follows:
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4. Numerical Procedure

The commercial ANSYS Fluent computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code is employed to perform
the simulation and solve the equations [47–49]. The velocity–pressure coupling is resolved using the
coupled algorithm, and the convection terms are discretized using the second-order upwind scheme.
The convergence criteria of 10−6 are also selected.

4.1. Grid Study

Figure 2 illustrates the computational mesh with finer mesh generated in the near-wall region due
to velocity and temperature boundary layers and high gradients of variables. A fully structured mesh
is created as shown using ANSYS meshing to have a high degree of quality and faster convergence in
CFD FLUENT code, which also results in less computational time.
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Figure 2. The meshing of the computational domain.

Different grid numbers are examined for grid independency analysis in the case of fully filled
twisted tape with a pitch of L/4 and a Reynolds number of 1000. The average Nusselt number is
selected as the selection criterion [50] presented in Table 1. As listed, case 3 is chosen for all the
simulations, since using finer meshing leads to relative errors of less than one percent.
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Table 1. Grid independence analysis.

Case Number of Elements Nusselt Number Error (%)

1 750,000 41.61 -
2 1,250,000 39.12 5.98
3 1,750,000 38.04 2.74
4 2,250,000 37.85 0.52
5 3,000,000 37.7 0.39

4.2. Validation

To obtain a reliable result, the experimental results of Qi et al. [42] for the average Nusselt number
for laminar fluid flow in a heat exchanger using stationary twisted tape are used. They experimentally
examined pure water and nanofluid flow for different Reynolds numbers for a twisted tape length of
1600 mm and a pitch size of 100 mm with a width and thickness of 16 and 2 mm, respectively. Figure 3
displays the average Nusselt number for the cases of pure water and stationary twisted tapes for
different Reynolds numbers. As shown, the results are in excellent agreement with the experimental
data of Qi et al. [42], where the maximum difference is less than 2%.
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Figure 3. Validation of the present numerical results with the experimental data of Qi et al. [42].

5. Results and Discussion

Numerical simulations are performed at four pitch values (P) of L, L/2, L/3 and L/4, four Reynolds
numbers (Re) of 250, 500, 750 and 1000, three twisted tape truncation (λ) percentages of 25, 50 and 75%
and three positions of twisted tape at the entrance, center and exit of the tube, which are investigated
in the following:

5.1. Effect of Twisted Tape Pitch

In the first step, the effect of twisted tape pitch on the hydrothermal characteristics of the tube is
examined and analyzed. Figure 4 represents the local Nusselt number (Nu) throughout the tube length
for the plain tube (PT) and four twisted tape pitch values at Re = 250 while the twisted tape is fully
fitted in the tube (no truncation). Using the twisted tape and decreasing its pitch magnitude noticeably
augments the local Nu along the tube length. The reason is that the twisted tape inserts create secondary
flow as a result of flow swirling, which consequently improves the flow mixing, disturbs the thermal
boundary layer and increases the heat transfer rate [51]. In other words, the twisted tape redirects the
colder core fluid with a better cooling capacity to the heated walls of the tube where cooling is required.
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Figure 4. Local Nu along the tube length for plain tube (PT) and twisted tape inserts with P = L, L/2,
L/3, L/4 at Re = 250.

The cause of the heat transfer enhancement in Figure 4 can be seen in Figure 5, in which the
streamlines colored by velocity magnitude are illustrated for PT and four twisted tape pitch values.
It is visible that as the twisted tape pitch value decreases, the flow path undergoes more changes.
This is because more swirl flow fronts can be seen in lower pitch values with higher radial velocity,
implying stronger secondary and mixing flow. As a result, it leads to a more effective redirection of
core colder fluid towards the heated wall and, consequently, more heat is transferred between the fluid
and heated wall.
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Figure 5. Streamlines colored by velocity magnitude for PT and twisted tape inserts with P = L, L/2,
L/3, L/4 at Re = 250.

Figure 6 shows how decreasing the twisted tape pitch magnitude affects the cooling of the heated
wall at Re = 250. The temperature distribution on the heated wall implies that the secondary and
mixing flow intensity affect the heated wall. In PT, the uniform enhancement of temperature along
the tube length is visible, showing the thermal boundary layer development without any disturbance.
On the contrary, as the twisted tape is inserted in the tube, the change in temperature distribution on
the heated wall is visible. The temperature value on the heated wall decreases along the tube length
and strengthens as the pitch value reduces. In higher pitch values, some hotspot regions are visible on
the heated wall temperature contour; however, these regions decline at lower pitch values, resulting in
better cooling performance of the system.
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To better understand the temperature distribution, four different cross-sections are defined
along the tube length and are displayed in Figure 7. In the following, different parameters, such as
temperature and velocity, are illustrated in them.
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Figure 7. Generated cross-sectional surfaces throughout the tube length for post-processing purposes.

Figure 8 demonstrates the cross-sectional temperature contours on the surfaces shown in Figure 7
for PT and four twisted tape pitch values at Re = 250. The PT temperature contours show the normal
development of the thermal boundary layer throughout the tube, leading to a great drop in heat
transfer along the tube. On the other hand, the thermal boundary layer disturbance is intensified and
gets thinner as the twisted tape is inserted in the tube, which is more effective for a lower pitch in heat
transfer between the fluid and heated wall. Besides, fewer hotspot regions causing a reduction in heat
transfer enhancement is visible at lower pitch values of the twisted tape, proving the cooling process
improvement. Another point that can be noticed in this figure is that the presence of twisted tape and
lowering its pitch value redirects the core colder fluid to the vicinity of the hot wall. The twisted tape
causes more efficient heat dissipation from the wall and, consequently, more heat is transferred from
the wall to the fluid. It should be noted that the contours are almost symmetrical, related to the center
of the tube in all cases.
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Figure 8. Cross-sectional temperature contours for PT and twisted tape inserts with P = L, L/2, L/3, L/4
at Re = 250.

Figure 9 displays the cross-sectional velocity contours on the surfaces shown in Figure 7 for PT
and four twisted tape pitch values at Re = 250. The velocity contours imply the intensity of secondary
and mixing flow in the presence of twisted tape inserts. In other words, the higher velocity of the fluid
near the heated wall shows a stronger secondary flow, and, as a result, a higher fluid momentum near
the wall and a better cooling process could be achieved. It is visible in this figure that inserting twisted
tape with a pitch value of L results in a high-velocity region of the fluid, which is strengthened as
the twisted tape pitch value decreases, resulting in the stronger secondary flow observed in Figure 5.
It should be noted that the contours are almost symmetrical, related to the center of the tube in all
cases; however, for the case with P = L, it is almost symmetrical related to the twisted tape plane.
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Re = 250.

To better quantify the heat transfer modification in the presence of twisted tape inserts with
different pitch values, Figure 10 is provided for various Re. Nu increases as Re changes due to the more
effective advection phenomenon and fluid momentum in higher fluid velocities. As seen in this figure,
as an example, using twisted tape with pitch values of L, L/2, L/3 and L/4 increases the average Nu by
about 26.87, 55.03, 86.59 and 151.42% at Re = 1000 compared with the PT, respectively.
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Figure 10. Variations of average Nu ratio with respect to PT at various pitch values and Re.

Figure 11 shows the variations of the friction coefficient ratio with respect to PT for different pitch
values and Re. This figure shows that applying twisted tape enhances the friction coefficient ratio due
to the added surface area and flow blockage [52]. Furthermore, higher values for the friction coefficient
ratio are observed in lower pitch values due to the creation of the more intense secondary flow shown
in Figure 5; however, when the twisted tape pitch is equal to L, its enhancement is insignificant due to
the creation of very weak secondary flow in the tube. Moreover, this figure reveals that the friction
coefficient ratio increases as Re changes because more intense swirling flow.
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5.2. Effect of Truncated Twisted Tape Position and Percentage

So far, it has been shown that the twisted tape with a pitch of L/4 results in the best thermal
performance of the system. Therefore, the following simulations are performed for this pitch value.
To show the effect of twisted tape truncation percentage on local Nu throughout the tube length for
different twisted tape positions, Figure 12 is provided at Re = 250. In Figure 12a, the twisted tape is
embedded at the entrance of the tube with different values for λ. It is visible that as the flow enters
the twisted tape at the tube inlet, the thermal boundary layer is disturbed and, due to the creation
of secondary flow, the local Nu increases; however, as the flow passes the twisted tape, the thermal
boundary layer starts to develop normally, and as a result, it tends to develop towards the local Nu
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curve of PT. Consequently, lower values of λ cause a higher heat transfer rate when the twisted tape is
inserted at the tube entrance.
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Figure 12. Local Nu along the tube length for different λ values at three twisted tape positions for
(a) entrance, (b) center, (c) exit and P = L/4.

In Figure 12b, the twisted tape is embedded at the center of the tube with different values for λ.
In this figure, the local Nu curve starts to grow as the fluid reaches the twisted tape due to the thermal
boundary layer disturbance. It is visible that the local Nu at the truncated cases surpasses the fully
fitted twisted tape, and a higher maximum value for Nu is visible for higher values of λ. As the flow
passes the twisted tape, the thermal boundary layer starts to grow and becomes fully developed.

In Figure 12c, the twisted tape is embedded at the exit of the tube with different values for λ.
This figure also shows the local Nu enhancement as the fluid enters the twisted tape as a result of
thermal boundary layer disturbance and stronger mixing flow. In this case, after a sudden increase in
Nu at the twisted tape entrance, the local Nu decreases, and its curve tends to reach the value of the
fully fitted twisted tape.

Figure 13 displays the streamlines colored by velocity magnitude in different twisted tape
truncation percentage values inserted at the tube entrance for Re = 250. In the truncated cases, the flow
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path swirls to the end of tube length, but the secondary flow intensity is reduced as the fluid passes the
twisted tape. As a result, truncating the twisted tape results in a reduction in heat transfer rate but less
material is used, causing fewer production expenses, and also the pressure loss penalty reduces due to
less flow lockage and contact area between the fluid and solid.
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inserted at the tube exit, which is higher as λ changes.  

Figure 13. Streamline colored by velocity magnitude for different λ values at Re = 250 and P = L/4.

To show the effect of truncated twisted tape inserts and changes in the flow patch shown in
Figure 13 on the temperature distribution of the heated wall, Figure 14 illustrates the temperature
contours at the wall. It is visible that although there are some hotspots after the truncated twisted tape,
the number of hotspots is still lower than for the PT, showing the effective cooling process even after
the fluid passes the twisted tape. This figure proves the presence of secondary flow (not as intense as it
is in the fully twisted tape insert) after the fluid passes the truncated twisted tape.
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To clearly show the effect of twisted tape position on the local Nu throughout the tube length at
different twisted tape truncation percentage values, Figure 15 illustrates the local Nu for three different
twisted tape truncation percentage values of 25, 50 and 75% at Re = 250 for different positions, as
shown in Figure 1b. This figure shows that when the twisted tape is at the tube entrance, no sudden
increase in Nu is visible; in contrast, there is a maximum value for Nu along the tube length when the
twisted tape is inserted at the center and exit of the tube. For all values of λ, the highest maximum Nu
throughout the tube length corresponds to the layouts where twisted tape is inserted at the tube exit,
which is higher as λ changes.
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Figure 15. Local Nu along the tube length for different twisted tape positions at three λ values of
(a) 25%, (b) 50%, (c) 75% and P = L/4.

Figure 16 illustrates the streamlines colored by velocity magnitude at different positions of the
twisted tape in the tube at a twisted tape truncation percentage of 75% and Re = 250. This figure
shows that when the twisted tape is embedded at the tube entrance, the whole flow patch is affected.
When the twisted tape is at the tube center, half of the tube length is affected, and for the case in which
twisted tape is at the tube exit, the flow path before reaching the twisted tape is similar to that of PT.

The effect of the position of the truncated twisted tape inserts on the temperature distribution of
the heated wall is depicted in Figure 17. The same temperature distribution before the flow reaches
the twisted tape as that of PT for the heated wall temperature distribution is also visible in this figure.
Moreover, flow mixing as the fluid passes the twisted tape and the strong secondary flow in the twisted
tape regions are observable in this figure.
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To quantify the heat transfer rate for different truncation values and positions of the twisted tape,
Figure 18 is provided to show the variations of the Nu ratio compared with PT at various λ and Re
values, different twisted tape positions and a pitch of L/4. For all twisted tape positions and Re, higher
values of λ result in lower Nu and heat transfer due to the fact that the secondary and mixing flows
in a tube fully fitted with twisted tape are much stronger than for a tube equipped with a truncated
twisted tape, as shown in Figure 14. As seen in this figure, using twisted tape with a pitch value of L/4
at the entrance of the tube and λ values of 0, 25, 50 and 75% increase the average Nu by about 71.26,
68.50, 57.59 and 37.34% at Re = 250 and 151.42, 133.99, 109.52 and 71.43% at Re = 1000 in comparison
with the PT, respectively.

Considering the position of the twisted tape, for all values of λ at Re of 1000, when the truncated
twisted tape is placed at the tube entrance, a higher Nu is obtained, followed by the cases with twisted
tape at the tube center, and the lowest Nu correspond to the cases with twisted tape at the tube exit.
This is due to the fact that as the fluid passes the twisted tape, the flow is still affected by the twisted
tape and swirl flow is visible to the end of the tube, as shown in Figure 16. Thus, for the case of
twisted tape inserts in the tube entrance, more of the tube length experiences swirl flow, and as a result,
the cooling process improves.
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Figure 18. Variations of average Nu ratio with respect to PT at different twisted tape positions and λ
values for Re = 1000.

Figure 19 represents the variations of friction coefficient ratio with respect to PT at various λ for Re
of 1000, different twisted tape positions and a pitch of L/4. It is visible that for all twisted tape positions,
as λ increases, the friction coefficient ratio is reduced due to the lower level of solid material and,
as a result, less flow blockage and smaller contact area between the fluid flow and solid. Furthermore,
for all values of λ, there are almost similar values for the friction coefficient ratio for the cases where
twisted tape is placed at the tube entrance and center; however, lower values for the friction coefficient
ratio are observable when the twisted tape is embedded at the tube exit. The cause of this scenario can
be attributed to the fact that when the twisted tape is at the tube exit, no swirl flow is generated before
the fluid reaches the twisted tape.Symmetry 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 23 
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Figure 19. Variations of friction coefficient ratio with respect to PT at different twisted tape positions
and λ values for Re = 1000.
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As discussed above, the application of twisted tape inserts in the captured cases increases both the
heat transfer rate as a desirable outcome and the friction coefficient as an undesirable result. Therefore,
there is an interplay between the benefits of using twisted tape in heat transfer enhancement and their
side effects in forcing more pumping power into the system. To analyze this issue, the dimensionless
PEC number introduced in Equation (9) is discussed here. In fact, this number is used to evaluate the
practical use of any modified heat transfer technique from the viewpoint of energy-saving potential.
Generally, higher values of PEC imply superior energy saving. Figure 20 illustrates the PEC parameter
for all cases investigated in this study for Re of 1000. It is visible that decreasing the twisted tape pitch
value from Figure 20a–d enhances the PEC number, showing the fact that applying twisted tape with a
lower pitch value is efficient from the viewpoint of both heat transfer enhancement and energy saving.
It is also visible that as the twisted tape pitch increases, the sensitivity of PEC to the λ value is reduced.
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Figure 20. Variations of PEC number at different twisted tape positions, λ and P values. (a) P = L,
(b) P = L/2, (c) P = L/3 and (d) P = L/4 for Re = 1000.

Furthermore, for all λ values, placing the twisted tape at the tube entrance leads to higher PEC
magnitudes. Therefore, for P = L, L/2, L/3 and L/4, the optimum cases from the viewpoint of energy
saving are twisted tapes with λ = 75, 50, 50 and 0%, for which the related PEC numbers at Re = 1000
are almost equal to 1.08, 1.24, 1.4 and 1.76, respectively. In addition, PEC numbers in all cases are
tabulated in Appendix A of this paper.
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6. Conclusions

This paper investigated the laminar convection heat transfer in a tube equipped with twisted tape
inserts. A parametric study was conducted to evaluate the impact of key design variables, including
the twisted tape truncation percentage, pitch value, position in the tube and Reynolds number on the
fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics of such a configuration using symmetric heat flux around
the tube. To determine the trade-off between the heat transfer enhancement and the pressure drop
penalty, the PEC number was calculated. The obtained results indicated that using the twisted tape
and reducing its pitch value increases the Nusselt number, friction coefficient and PEC number due to
the generation of efficient secondary and mixing flow. The average Nusselt number increased by about
151.42 for a Reynolds number of 1000 in the case of fully fitted twisted tape at a pitch value of L/4. It
was also found that increasing the twisted tape truncation percentage reduced both heat transfer and
pressure drop in comparison with the fully fitted twisted tape case. Moreover, the best position for the
truncated twisted tapes was at the tube entrance to reach the highest thermal performance. Ultimately,
it was concluded that for P = L, L/2, L/3 and L/4, the optimum cases from the viewpoint of energy
saving are twisted tapes with λ = 75, 50, 50 and 0%, for which the related PEC numbers at a Reynolds
number of 1000 are almost equal to 1.08, 1.24, 1.4 and 1.76, respectively. The finding of this research
provides a framework for researchers working in this area toward higher performance based on energy
saving according to both heat transfer enhancement and pressure drop reduction.
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the paper. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Appendix A

Table A1. PEC in all cases for twisted tape at the entrance.

λ (%)
Re 250 500 750 1000

0 1.011295 1.021043 1.059828 1.095052

P
=

L25 1.01388 1.017496 1.045332 1.070205
50 1.004123 1.006426 1.02249 1.035571
75 0.995671 0.99766 1.003663 1.007723
0 1.082103 1.24311 1.265074 1.255414

P
=

L/
2

25 1.089229 1.232876 1.263873 1.256518
50 1.092546 1.194338 1.220967 1.216784
75 1.074308 1.131182 1.149658 1.153739
0 1.227265 1.311893 1.387978 1.402961

P
=

L/
3

25 1.227311 1.319265 1.401682 1.418449
50 1.210159 1.302567 1.334738 1.384967
75 1.199981 1.258698 1.265143 1.25622
0 1.337716 1.336512 1.555087 1.761103

P
=

L/
4

25 1.338476 1.40221 1.515203 1.665051
50 1.315334 1.37707 1.476264 1.517847
75 1.29284 1.345982 1.368546 1.374241
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Table A2. PEC in all cases for twisted tape at the center.

λ (%)
Re 250 500 750 1000

0 1.011295 1.021043 1.059828 1.095052

P
=

L25 1.030648 1.043332 1.079246 1.102066
50 1.033091 1.058554 1.08903 1.102768
75 1.018142 1.046153 1.071832 1.083035
0 1.082103 1.24311 1.265074 1.255414

P
=

L/
2

25 1.109637 1.255035 1.268496 1.248454
50 1.130221 1.236448 1.245266 1.234765
75 1.098127 1.18203 1.205088 1.215016
0 1.227265 1.311893 1.387978 1.402961

P
=

L/
3

25 1.257101 1.318361 1.391219 1.412675
50 1.246763 1.292509 1.340597 1.450322
75 1.18302 1.256449 1.293239 1.302188
0 1.337716 1.336512 1.555087 1.761103

P
=

L/
4

25 1.357279 1.340645 1.49818 1.680165
50 1.332735 1.385675 1.507737 1.575765
75 1.237176 1.333577 1.375402 1.397482

Table A3. PEC in all cases for twisted tape at the exit.

λ (%)
Re 250 500 750 1000

0 1.011295 1.021043 1.059828 1.095052

P
=

L25 0.984648 0.983887 1.002881 1.02074
50 0.95755 0.953732 0.958557 0.962848
75 0.956485 0.954873 0.955329 0.955342
0 1.082103 1.24311 1.265074 1.255414

P
=

L/
2

25 1.06148 1.185216 1.225127 1.222088
50 1.005875 1.052004 1.083942 1.090425
75 0.959385 0.95912 0.960504 0.961318
0 1.227265 1.311893 1.387978 1.402961

P
=

L/
3

25 1.18397 1.29666 1.343979 1.375853
50 1.115867 1.214709 1.214682 1.220923
75 0.971801 0.980115 0.98335 0.98392
0 1.337716 1.336512 1.555087 1.761103

P
=

L/
4

25 1.294428 1.382539 1.469811 1.574971
50 1.252857 1.297774 1.344916 1.343726
75 1.021773 1.049235 1.050204 1.052115
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